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Introduction

Welcome to the world of self-organization, a realm where practices
like Holacracy, Sociocracy, Teal, and others alike are not just concepts
but living ecosystems. Here, people and organizations don't just
coexist; they thrive together, creating a symbiosis that benefits both.
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In a self-organized setting, creating
the requisite conditions is a
collective responsibility. It's not just
up to the founders, CEOs, or
managers; it's a shared commitment
by everyone involved. These
conditions are built on structures,
processes, agreements, and
relationships, all underpinned by a

Explore, Reflect & Discover

Reflect on a time when you
experienced the power of
self-organization. How did it
feel, and what impact did it
have on you and your
colleagues?

deep understanding of the interplay between social dynamics and
organizational dynamics.

The term "enterprise" here is broad and inclusive. It encompasses
every collective endeavor where people unite to organize work in
service to a shared purpose. This includes for-profit and nonprofit
entities, social businesses, DAOs (Decentralized Autonomous
Organizations), communities, networks, projects, and more. In these
diverse forms, every aspect of the enterprise – legal, financial,
governance, operations, and the people who energize them – plays a
crucial role.

Central to thriving in this environment is the capacity for
"Differentiation & Integration" (DI). This foundational skill transcends
mere intellectual understanding. It's about experiencing and
processing real-life tensions. 
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Understanding Tensions

A tension is the sensed gap between what is – our perceived current
reality – and what can be – a future potential we believe is attainable.
Often perceived as uncomfortable or disruptive, tensions are, in fact,
indispensable aspects of life. They signal areas brimming with
potential for growth and learning.

Tensions can emerge from various situations: a perceived mistake, a
conflict, an unmet expectation, or the inception of a new idea. Any
instance where we recognize a gap between the current state and a
possible, needed future state, generates this energy we identify as
tension. It's this energy that propels us towards realizing that future
potential.

In contrast, a system devoid of tensions is a static, lifeless entity,
lacking the dynamic energy needed for growth and evolution.

Each tension is an opportunity, a catalyst for evolutionary
development. Embracing these experiences leads to significant self-
empowerment, transformation, innovation, and adaptation.

Differentiation & Integration (DI)

Developing the DI Capacity is a journey through two key phases. We
begin by understanding the two main contexts at play: The People
Context, home of the social system and its culture, and the
Organization Context, home of the structure and processes that
enable the work in service to purpose. 
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Then we delve deeper, further dividing the contexts into four distinct
spaces: The Organization Context into Operational Space and
Governance Space, and the People Context into the We Space, and I
Space.

In the Language of Spaces,
"Context" and "Space" are more
than just terms; they are metaphors
for specific perspectives -
viewpoints we adopt when
processing tensions. This approach
means we're always looking at a
single tension from multiple angles,
enriching and deepening our
understanding and response to it. Contexts and Spaces as metaphors for

specific perspectives we reflect.

Differentiating perspectives on your
tension from the People Context and the

Organization Context

This step is about learning to
differentiate these broader realms
that are at play in self-organization
and the significance of this
differentiation for our day-to-day
life at work.

This step is about learning to
differentiate these broader realms
that are at play in self-organization
and the significance of this 
differentiation for our day-to-day life at work.

Language of Spaces invites 
participants to follow a process, guided by a thread of reflection
questions, taking a close look at the specific, differentiated aspects of 
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Important to Understand:

When we talk about 'differentiation',
it's crucial to understand that we do
not mean 'separation.' The People
and Organization Contexts, along
with their further subdivisions into
'spaces,' are intrinsically
interconnected. As individuals, we
are always simultaneously present
in all Contexts and Spaces, which
initially makes it challenging to
distinguish between these
perspectives.

We are always in all Contexts and Spaces at
the same time.

a tension in each of the spaces, and
then defining actionable, workable
steps at the conclusion of reflecting
on each perspective. These steps
represent actions that are requisite
for addressing the distinct aspects
of a tension revealed through the
differentiated reflection process in
each space, guiding participants
towards practical and meaningful
resolution.

Explore, Reflect & Discover

Consider a recent tension
you experienced at work.
How might viewing it
through the lens of DI have
altered your approach to
resolving it?
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Differentiation of Organization and People
Context

The first learning phase in Language of Spaces involves distinguishing
between the broader perspectives of organizational and personal
dynamics. By differentiating these broader contexts, we establish
clear boundaries between the Organization and the People Contexts.

This clarity is essential for
identifying the structures and
processes needed to foster a
harmonious relationship between
these two realms. 

But why do we need this
differentiation in the first place?

that we mirror the self-organized, evolutionary processes and organic
structures of nature in the way we organize our work. We mirror an
organic system, which leads to shifting from the top-down leadership
and management processes and the pyramidal structure of the
management hierarchy to a system with processes of distributed
leadership and authority, with structures mostly visualized through
circles and/or networks.

Self-organizing our work means

Explore, Reflect & Discover

Think about your current
workplace. How well are the
Organization and People
Contexts differentiated, and
what effect does this have on
your day-to-day work?

The conventional management hierarchy was developed with the
intention of defining efficient work processes. People, when employed
to do specific work within this system, were and are expected to
surrender to the defined rules and processes the management
hierarchy stands for. At the beginning of the last century this turned
into a huge success, as it enabled work to go beyond craftsmanship
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to industrialized mass production. Over the course of the 20th century
the management hierarchy became the unquestioned “one way”, or
“the silver bullet” of organizing.

As more and more weaknesses of the management hierarchy became
apparent, specifically in the last third of the 20th century,
uncountable new management practices were developed, each
promising to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of work within
the management hierarchy: Lean Manufacturing/Lean Management,
Total Quality Management, Business Process Reengineering, Six Sigma,
and more recent Agile Management, to name only a few.

Driven by globalization, technological developments, and the shifts in
societies based on increased access to education and higher
expectations towards personal well-being, “Leadership” became (and
still is) the hot topic of business. Leadership development programs
turned into a billion-dollar business. Concepts like Servant Leadership,
Authentic Leadership, Conscious Leadership, Transformational
Leadership, Emotional Intelligence in Leadership, etc., show the deep
need that something way more foundational needs to shift. Yet, all
these important and well-intentioned concepts, when applied within
the management hierarchy, encounter system 
dynamics dominated by ingrained
'power-over' dynamics. This
environment drains their energy and
significantly diminishing their
potential impact.

Why is it that despite numerous
management concepts and
leadership models, the conventional
management hierarchy has not
fundamentally changed? A closer

Explore, Reflect & Discover

In your experience, have you
observed the limitations of
conventional management
hierarchies firsthand?
Consider how these
limitations have affected
your own sense of purpose
and fulfillment at work
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examination reveals that none of these approaches challenge the
foundational structure and decision making practices of the
management hierarchy, which explains why they have not significantly
altered workplace dynamics. This is evident in the persistent issues of
low employee engagement, poor workplace morale, high turnover
rates, burnout, depression, and phenomena like “The Great
Resignation”. Clearly, a deeper shift is needed.

Pioneering the New World of Work

Interestingly, alongside these efforts, true pioneers quietly began
developing genuine alternatives. Innovators like Ricardo Semler of
Semco Partners, Gerard Endenburg with Sociocracy, Janine Benyus in
Biomimicry, Chris Rufer of Morning Star, and others highlighted in
Frederic Laloux’s book “Reinventing Organizations”, as well as Brian
Robertson and Tom Thomison with Holacracy, have been instrumental
in this movement. More recently, the PowerShift™ Ecosystem’s fully
decentralized For-Purpose Enterprise, and the web3-based DAO
(Decentralized Autonomous Organization) represent another
significant stride in this direction.

Today, the emergence of a new paradigm for organizing work is no
longer a quiet revolution. The “New World of Work” is a thriving global
movement, signaling that the conventional management hierarchy has
reached its limits. We are living in an era of transformation, witnessing
the birth of self-organization and self-management in various forms.
History will reveal which of these forms best serve the needs of our
interconnected and interdependent world – the web of life.
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While each of these new systems
that offer an alternative to the
management hierarchy has its
unique focus, they share common
intentions: to enable purpose and
meaning, sovereignty and agency,
empowerment, flexibility, and
adaptability. These qualities
resonate with broad human needs
increasingly evident in our world.
The prospect of working in an
environment that fosters these
qualities is inspiring to many around
the globe.

However, where there is light, there is also shadow.

Returning to the concept of self-organization in our work, we recognize
that while we mimic organic systems in the new structures and
evolutionary processes, these systems don’t model the complexities of
a social system. Unlike parts of an organism, such as organs or cells,
human beings engage in complex social dynamics influenced by our
psychological and neurological makeup.

Explore, Reflect & Discover

Consider the pioneers and
innovations in alternative
organizational structures
mentioned above. How do
you think their emphasis on
purpose, sovereignty, and
empowerment could
transform your own working
environment and personal
engagement?

This realization underscores a crucial distinction between organic and
social systems, each necessitating unique structures and processes for
their evolutionary development. Overlooking this distinction can foster
misconceptions, such as the notion of 'Human Centric' organizing,
which posits that work should primarily serve the collective needs of
the people involved. While this idea might seem logical and well-
intentioned, it often leads to systemic dilemmas and  conflicts of
interest, thereby draining energy and focus. These dilemmas then
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frequently result in a regression to traditional 'power-over' dynamics,
which counteract the principles of self-organization and lead to
widespread disappointment and frustration.

Over the past decade, we have observed that these tensions, arising
from the shift to self-organization and its new dynamics of
collaboration, are often rooted in the positioning of HR in the
corporate world. Employees have been conditioned to expect safety
and well-being to be provided by their organizations, which in turn
creates a mostly unconscious dependency that hinders sovereignty,
agency, and empowerment. This dependency is a core dilemma for
people shifting into self-organization, and it can stubbornly stand in
the way of understanding that it is not the organizations work to take
care of people. It is the peoples work to take care of themselves and
of the collective – the social system of people engaged together in
service to Purpose. 

Another dilemma that often emerges on the journey into self-
organization revolves around the principle of Purpose. Like any
concept, self-organization is rooted in a set of principles and beliefs. A
fundamental principle of self-organization is the idea that everything
has a Purpose, a reason for existing. We humans are here for a reason;
we each have a Purpose. Our life presents us with the opportunities to
gradually discover and fulfill this Purpose. 

Similarly, an enterprise has its own distinct Purpose, which emerges
because of a specific need in the world. When we, as individuals with
our own personal Purpose, resonate through a desire to be in service
to this need, we come together to do the necessary work in an
enterprise. This collaboration necessitates structures and processes
that facilitate coordinated efforts in service of the enterprise's
Purpose. It's crucial to understand that in a self-organized setting, the 
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motivation, sovereignty, agency,
and empowerment. When we
encounter a dilemma between our
personal Purpose and that of the
enterprise, our awareness of
Purpose Alignment, or the lack
thereof, guides us. It helps us make
sovereign and agentic decisions
about where to invest our time,
talent, and energy in the most
meaningful way. If the resonance is
weak, it might signal that it's time to
seek work in a different context, one
where the sense of Purpose
Alignment is stronger.

organization of work is dedicated solely to serving the enterprise's
Purpose, not the varied Purposes of the individuals involved in the
work.

Numerous dilemmas and the resulting tensions arise when
transitioning into self-organization. Most of these dilemmas stem from
the contrast between personal and organizational perspectives on any
given tension. Consider the shift from top-down to consent-based
decision-making as an example. The challenge here isn't about
mastering a complex process; in fact, the consent based processes are
straightforward, with well-defined steps often guided by a trained
facilitator. It's akin to developing a new habit through practice. As our
behaviors are guided by our mindsets, the real difficulty lies in the

Explore, Reflect & Discover

How has your personal sense
of Purpose influenced the
choices you've made in your
career? Reflect on a time
when you felt a strong
alignment or misalignment
with an organization's
Purpose, and how that
impacted your decision to
stay or seek opportunities
elsewhere

We, as individuals, decide whether working in a particular enterprise
aligns with both our personal Purpose and the enterprise’s Purpose.
This alignment, or Purpose Alignment, is what drives intrinsic
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behavioral shift this demands. In traditional organizations, we're
accustomed to advocating for our ideas, presenting them
convincingly, and ensuring the 'right people' are present to hear them.
In contrast, consent-based decision-making renders these tactics
unnecessary. We learn to trust the process and the collective
intelligence it fosters. Here, the best idea isn't necessarily 'mine'; it's
the one the system identifies as most meaningful.

In summary, the tensions we encounter during the transition to self-
organization and self-management typically stem from the often
unconscious dilemma: choosing between the personal and
organizational aspects of our tensions. This challenge is compounded
by a general lack of capacity (in terms of knowledge, skills, and
mindset) to effectively navigate this differentiation. We often overlook
the fact that these aspects of our tensions require distinct structures
and processes for meaningful resolution.

Explore, Reflect & Discover

Recall a challenge you faced
while adapting to a self-
organized environment. What
did you learn about yourself
through this process?

Self-organization represents a
profound shift that extends far
beyond the mere implementation of
new structures and processes.
Although sometimes understated,
this transition challenges us to
unlearn belief systems that, while
once beneficial and deeply 
ingrained in our worldview, become obsolete, sometimes even
disruptive, in the context of self-organization. We are encouraged to
replace these now outdated beliefs with new, often contrasting
perspectives that can provoke tensions. However, it's crucial to
remember that tensions are the drivers of evolution. A system devoid
of tensions is lifeless. All growth and learning are propelled by these
tensions, a reality that holds true in the journey towards self-
organization.
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Over the last decade, the Language of Spaces Approach has been
instrumental in helping many hundreds of individuals develop the
Differentiation & Integration (DI) Capacity. By transforming their
tensions into opportunities for learning and growth, this approach has
empowered both individuals and organizations to flourish in the realm
of self-organization.

Developing the DI Capacity

Let’s explore how your tensions can help you in understanding the
differentiation of the Organization Context and the People Context
better. 

Reflecting on Your Tension from the Organization Context
Perspective:

When reflecting on a tension from the Organization Context, we focus
on aspects such as:

Ongoing operational work, including projects and activities like
writing newsletters, social media management, financial processes,
meetings, software development, maintenance of spaces or
buildings, using shared tech tools, delivering products or services
to clients, etc.,
Role/Job definitions, as outlined in Governance Records, Job
Descriptions, or other agreed-upon documents to coordinate work.
Policies and guidelines that are transparent and accessible to all
members of the organization.
Mutually agreed-upon processes for collective work and decision
making, such as those defined in the Holacracy Constitution or
other Operating Agreements that anchor self-organization
principles and practices.
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In the facilitated process, you will
delve into all operational and
governance aspects of your
tension, considering how it relates
to your role, function or job,
potential impacts on other roles,
functions or jobs, projects, next
actions, prioritization,
transparency, checklists, metrics,
and more. At the end of this 

Explore, Reflect & Discover

Identify a current
operational challenge. How
does reflecting on this from
a pureOrganization Context
perspective change your
understanding of it?

reflection, you will be encouraged to define the next actionable steps
to address the organizational aspects of your tension, ensuring
alignment with the Organization Context's requirements.

Reflecting on Your Tension from the People Context Perspective:

Let's delve deeper into the People Context to understand its
significance in self-organization. This context encourages everyone to
develop heightened self-awareness, autonomy, agency and
sovereignty, self- responsibility, and self-leadership, as well as care,
concern and compassion for others and the collective as a whole. For
self-organization to reach its full potential, it must be rooted in a
system of distributed authority. However, it's crucial to distinguish
between 'distributed authority' and 'distributed power,' as they often
lead to different expectations and outcomes.

Authority pertains to decision-making, while power is inherently a
social phenomenon, influenced by personal relationship dynamics.
Therefore, authority concerns should be addressed within the
Organization Context, and power dynamics within the People Context.
This differentiation, often overlooked, is vital for fostering positive
isocial dynamics in collaborative work.
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The insights gained from over a decade of dealing with power issues in
self-organization have been instrumental in shaping the approach of
Language of Spaces. Holacracy, for instance, emphasizes this
differentiation by distinguishing between 'Role and Soul.' However,
while Holacracy provides a structure for roles, it – by design – does
not address the 'Soul' aspects – the interpersonal and intrapersonal
dynamics.

By acknowledging the value of this differentiation in service of clarity in
organizational and relational dynamics, Language of Spaces emerged
from the evolutionary tension this gave rise to and points towards a
distinct People Context that evolves alongside, and in symbiosis with
the Organization Context. This People Context is a bounded sphere
within the enterprise, encompassing the common interests of the
collective of people engaged in the work, in service to the enterprise's
Purpose.

The People Context's primary goal is
to foster and evolve this collective
through self-organization and self-
management, in harmony with the
Organization Context. It's about the
collective, formed by individuals
with their personal Purposes,
beliefs, values, needs, hopes and
fears, coming together to best be in
service to the enterprise's purpose.

Explore, Reflect & Discover

Consider the concept of
decision-making 'authority'
as different from 'power,'
which is tied to social
dynamics. How might
viewing these as distinct
elements change your
perspective on teamwork
and leadership in your
current work environment?

This context focuses on what the
collective needs to collaborate in a
meaningful way. To clarify mutual 
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The People Context ultimately is where the enterprise's culture
resides. In self-organization, culture is not the domain of a specific
department or group; it's created by everyone through their social
interactions and through processing tensions of the People Context
into meaningful outcomes.  

Culture encompasses both explicit aspects (e.g., behaviors, customs,
artifacts) and implicit aspects (e.g., ideas, values, norms).

It's often likened to an iceberg, with
visible (explicit) elements above the
waterline and invisible, unconscious
(implicit) elements below it.

Each member of the collective is
encouraged to increase their
awareness of both explicit and
implicit cultural aspects. This
heightened awareness leads to a
deeper understanding of each other
and fosters care, concern, and
compassion within the collective. 

expectations this involves finding agreements that support each
individual as well as the collective's formation, defining processes to
resolve interpersonal tensions, aligning expectations, clarifying norms,
values and beliefs,  and to collectively improve these agreements as
needed.

In traditional power hierarchies, organizational dynamics heavily
depend on interpersonal relationships, often leading to politics and
misuse of relationships. In contrast, self-organization builds on a 
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different dynamic, devoid of traditional 'boss' roles. Expectations
related to work are clearly defined in the Organization Context's
Governance records, while personal relationships with their relevant
expectations find their place in the People Context and its
agreements.

Reflecting your tension from the perspective of the People Context  
involves exploring the enterprise’s culture and the part you are
playing in it. You will identify the relational and personal aspects of
your tension and the appropriate pathways to process them within the
People Context.

In summary, when examining a tension from the People Context
perspective, you focus on aspects such as:

The nature and quality of you relationships, both with others and
with yourself.
Observable behaviors and their impact on your interactions and
dynamics within the collective.
Connected feelings and emotions, exploring how they influence
your decisions and responses.
Your expectations and assumptions about others, as well as the
expectations you place on yourself.
Communication patterns and how they either facilitate or hinder
effective collaboration and understanding.
Personal values, beliefs, and norms that shape your and others’
perspectives and actions within the collective.
The role of trust, safety, and vulnerability in fostering a supportive
and empowering environment.

After this reflective journey, you'll be encouraged to define actionable
steps to address the personal aspects of your tension. These steps are 
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Explore, Reflect & Discover

Consider a recent
interpersonal tension you
experienced. How might
exploring it from the People
Context perspective lead to
a different outcome?

Addressing the Challenges of Transitioning to
Self-Organization

The Language of Spaces Approach has emerged because the journey
from a traditional power hierarchy to self-organization is profound
and requires significant personal unlearning and new learning for
everyone involved. This transformation demands a high degree of
autonomy, agency, sovereignty, (self-)awareness, and
(self-)responsibility. Such a deep change can be daunting, as it
challenges many of our culturally ingrained belief systems and often
triggers fear. In conventional management hierarchies, the fear of
making a wrong decision and facing negative consequences is a
common and accepted reality. To successfully navigate this transition,
individuals need to feel safe to experiment with new behaviors
without fear of repercussions.

In essence, building the
Differentiation & Integration (DI)
Capacity is essential for
distinguishing between
organizational and social interests
and aligning them. The capacity
enables you to identify and define
the actions needed for work
(Organization Context) and those
required to nurture a thriving 
collective (People Context). The actions will always be distinctly
different and relevant for the context for which you have identified
them, yet once take, they stand for an integrated and wholistic
approach to meaningful collaboration. 
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The fear of change and the unknown can activate stress responses in
the brain, releasing chemicals like cortisol and vasopressin, which put
the body on high alert. This reaction can inhibit higher-order thinking,
long-term memory, and the ability to learn and act in connected and
constructive ways. Overcoming this fear is crucial for personal growth
and successful adaptation to self-organization.

Moreover, when people come together to work, they form a social
system with its own complex and diverse relational dynamics. In a self-
organized environment, the collective needs a space where this social
system can become aware of itself and its dynamics, that presents a
safe environment for experimentation and learning, and to reflect on
the value this space’s existence. It's important to understand that it's
not the organization's responsibility to create this space; rather, the
collective learns to create it for itself. If this space is not established,
social dynamics can become overwhelming and dysfunctional, leading
to a drain on the system's energy and potentially causing harm.

Cultivating a Thriving Collective in the People
Context

The People Context represents the mutual interests of the collective
in everything it needs to collaborate in a meaningful way. As
individuals, we need to align our personal interests with those of the
collective, surrendering individual interests when they do not serve
the collective's purpose. The guiding question in the People Context is:
What does the collective need to best serve the enterprise's purpose?

The answers to this question lay the foundation for establishing and
evolving a Social Agreement that supports the formation and thriving 
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This agreement and everything it defines is fundamentally different
from the agreements about practices in the Organization Context,
such as for example the Holacracy Constitution. As said before: The 

Explore, Reflect & Discover

Think about your role in your
organization's collective of
people. What actions can
you take to contribute more
effectively to its purpose?

People Context is the home of
culture, and in self-organization all
members are invited to engage with
and collectively shape and evolve
the culture; with high awareness
towards shared ideas, values,
norms, behaviors, customs, and – in
the realm of self-organization –
purpose alignment, in service of the 
wellbeing and thriving of the collective. 

Mastering the Four Spaces for Full
Differentiation & Integration Capacity

The journey to full Differentiation & Integration (DI) Capacity is a
nuanced exploration through the four distinct spaces (aka
perspectives) of Language of Spaces. This journey is essential for
mastering the art of (self-)reflecting and perspective-taking in self-
organization, enabling individuals and organizations to process
tensions effectively and sustainably.

of the collective, and to which every member is bound. The agreement
in general defines shared values, norms, and behavioral expectations.
It also defines agreed upon processes that enable the collective to
process interpersonal tensions, and tp improve the agreement as
needed.
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The journey to full Differentiation & Integration (DI) Capacity is a
nuanced exploration through the four distinct spaces (aka
perspectives) of Language of Spaces. This journey is essential for
mastering the art of (self-)reflecting and perspective-taking in self-
organization, enabling individuals and organizations to process
tensions effectively and sustainably.

Based on our understanding of the differentiated contexts, we delve
deeper into the granular perspectives of the four spaces –
Operational, Governance, We, and I Spaces. This exploration is not
just about understanding each space in isolation but about
recognizing how they interconnect and influence each other. The
process is designed to be iterative and reflective, ensuring that while
focusing on one space, the insights and learnings from the others are
not lost but rather integrated into a wholistic understanding.

The journey through these spaces
begins in the Operational Space,
moving clockwise, allowing each
space to come into focus while the
others provide a supportive
backdrop. This approach ensures a
wholistic and comprehensive
exploration of each tension from
multiple angles, leading to more
insightful and actionable outcomes.

Check out our short explainer video for
more detailed information on the process: 

https://www.languageofspaces.org/

To fully develop the DI Capacity, guided facilitation by a certified
Language of Spaces Facilitator is recommended. This guidance,
typically spanning 3 to 4 sessions, is crucial for deeply understanding
the process and its application. It's a journey of self-reflection and
introspection, leading to personal growth and a profound
understanding of how to navigate tensions in a self-organized context.
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Once familiar with the process, the key question for each tension
becomes whether it can be resolved independently or if facilitation is
needed. This self-guided approach empowers you to take charge of
your learning and development, aligning your actions with the needs
of yourself, the organization, and the collective.

The Language of Spaces approach is
not just about resolving tensions;
it's about transforming them into
opportunities for growth and
evolution. By mastering the four
spaces, individuals and
organizations unlock the full
potential of self-organization,
leading to a more dynamic,
responsive, empowering and
purpose-driven way of working.

Explore, Reflect & Discover

What aspect of the Language
of Spaces approach
resonates most with you,
and how might exploring it
further impact your
personal and professional
growth?

Explore Our Tailored Services

Dive into the world of Language of Spaces with our range of services,
each designed to meet you where you are on your journey of self-
organization. Whether you're seeking personal growth, organizational
development, or the skills to facilitate others, our offerings are crafted
to empower and inspire.

Individual Reflection Session

Embark on a transformative journey in self-organization
with personalized coaching sessions. In these sessions,
you will be expertly guided through the Language of 

Spaces Reflection Process, tailored to your unique real-life tensions.
This process not only helps you identify actionable steps for
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evolutionary development in your organization but also nurtures your
relationships with colleagues and enhances your personal growth. The
focus is always on what is most relevant to you, empowering you to
develop the DI capacity to a level where it becomes an intuitive part of
your thought process. Whether for tackling complex challenges or for
independent, self-guided application, the choice of how many
sessions you need is yours.

Team Coaching

Elevate the dynamics of your team with our specialized
Team Coaching service. Language of Spaces offers a
unique approach that significantly impacts teams of 

people filling roles in circles or departments, strengthening the sub-
system of the collective this team represent. This service focuses on
harnessing the collective strengths and addressing the challenges
within a team, fostering a deeper understanding and integration of
self-organization principles, leading to improved collaboration, and a
stronger alignment with organizational purpose.

Self-Organization Analysis

Discover a unique mirror to your company's self-
organization practices with our comprehensive analysis.
This service delves deep into the fabric of your

organization, uncovering a rich tapestry of strengths and areas ripe for
development. You'll receive a customized map of tools and practices,
specifically designed for targeted learning and growth. This holistic
approach is more than just an analysis; it's a journey into the heart of
your organizational and cultural dynamics, offering insights that pave
the way for a new level of empowerment, collaborative synergy, and
purpose-driven success.
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Certification

The Language of Spaces Facilitator Certification opens
up two significant pathways. if you are part of a self-
organized company and  aspire to support your

colleagues in excelling at self-organization and self-management, this
certification enables you to become an internal Language of Spaces
Facilitator, a role pivotal to the evolutionary growth of your
organization. Alternatively, for consultants and coaches working with
self-organized companies, it expands your service repertoire,
significantly enhancing your impact and success.

Join us And Discover the Full Beauty and Power
of Your Evolutionary Tensions

As you've journeyed through this introduction to the Language of
Spaces, we hope you've felt a spark of curiosity and a sense of
connection to the possibilities that lie ahead. This is more than just a
methodology; it's a pathway to deeper understanding, richer
relationships, and more effective action in both your personal and
professional life.

If you're ready to explore how Language of Spaces can illuminate your
path, we warmly invite you to take the next step. Whether it's through
individual reflection, team coaching, company analysis, or becoming a
certified facilitator, each service is a gateway to discovering new
dimensions of yourself and your work.

Don't let your tensions remain unexplored mysteries. Let us guide you
in transforming them into opportunities for growth and evolution. 
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Reach out to us, and together, let's harness the full power and beauty
of your evolutionary tensions, creating a thriving environment for you
and your organization.

https://www.languageofspaces.org

hello@languageofspaces.org

This material is the sole property of Christiane Seuhs-Schoeller. No copying, distribution or use in
parts or as a whole, in any way, is allowed without prior permission in writing by Christiane. 

We're here to support you on this exciting journey. Connect with us
today, and let's start turning your tensions into meaningful
contributions to yourself, the collective of people you work with and
your organization.

Personal Note from Christiane:
Thank you for exploring the Language of
Spaces with me. If these concepts have
sparked your interest, I'm here to continue
the journey with you. Let’s connect and
bring these transformative concepts to life
in your work.

Christiane Seuhs-Schoeller

Warmly,


